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ABSTRACT
Line-end cuts are employed to enable 1D gridded designs
in self-aligned double patterning (SADP) process. Due to
the minimum spacing constraints between adjacent cuts, cut
optimization is important component. However, it brings a
new challenge to redundant via (RV) insertion. As the cuts
for RVs are not taken into account during line-end cut op-
timization, inserting some RVs may cause coloring conflicts
or design rule violations. In this paper, we address inte-
grated RV insertion and cut optimization problem. Given
a via layout, the proposed approach optimizes the cuts in
upper and lower metal layers, which are connected through
a via, while RV candidate positions are considered. Only
the RV candidates that do not incur coloring conflicts nor
design rule violations are chosen. Our experiments indicate
that only 55.3% of vias receive RVs when cut optimization
and RV insertion are performed separately; corresponding
number increases to 86.4% when our approach is applied.

1. INTRODUCTION
In sub-14nm technology, 1D-gridded layout is preferred

over two dimensional one due to its regular patterning struc-
ture. SADP provides a smaller overlay error and finer metal
track pitch, and has been considered as the most leading
option for achieving the 1D layout [1–3]. In SADP, a set of
uniform dense wires are first generated for a desired routing
pattern. Each wire is then split into wire segments by line-
end cuts. Some of them are used for actual routing wires,
while the others, called dummy wires, remain floating.
To form the line-end cuts, conventional 193nm immer-

sion lithography is still used [1]. There is a constraint on
minimum spacing among the line-end cuts, and thus we use
multiple cut masks for putting the cuts with closer spacing.
However, using more masks comes with a cost; the number
of masks to be used are limited, and so two or three masks
are typically available for printing cuts. In this regard, many
research efforts have been made on cut optimization, which
study how we assign the line-end cuts for a given layout to
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Figure 1: (a) An example layout, (b) M2 cut loca-
tions, (c) new M2 cut locations due to RV at 1b and
its RV cut, and (d) another M2 cut locations when
RV is inserted at 1c.

different cut masks, and how they are distributed within a
cut mask [1, 4–6].
The cut optimization, however, brings a new challenge on

RV insertion. As well as for line-end cutting, some dedicated
cuts may be needed to generate RVs at certain positions in
SADP. The cuts, which we call RV cuts, are also assigned
to the same cut masks with line-end cuts. Conflicts may
hence occur among RV cuts and line-end cuts. In addition,
a wire needs to be extended when we insert an RV, which
in turn makes the locations of line-end cuts become stale.
Nonetheless, cut optimization do not take account of RVs
since it is typically performed right after detailed routing,
in which the locations of RVs are not determined yet. Once
the cut optimization is completed, the location and mask
assignment for each line-end cut are fixed; it makes the fol-
lowing RV insertion have only a limited number of candidate
locations for RV due to coloring conflicts and minimum cut
spacing rule violations (or cut conflicts for short).

1.1 Motivation and Contribution
Consider a layout shown in Figure 1(a), which consists of

metal2 (M2) and metal3 (M3) layers, as well as a via layer
between them (Via2). The layout includes one via whose
candidate locations for RV insertion are 1a, 1b, 1c, and 1d.
Figure 1(b) shows the M2 layer of the example layout, with
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Figure 2: SADP process.

the line-end cuts u, w, x, y, and z. Note that, for simplicity,
dummy wires are not illustrated in Figure 1.
Let us now assume that an RV is inserted at 1b (see Fig-

ure 1(c)). The wire associated with the RV has to be ex-
tended to its perpendicular direction in order to enclose the
RV. It brings about an RV cut to be generated, as shown
in Figure 1(c), which is three times larger than a line-end
cut; the reason for the large size of RV cuts is described
in Section 2.3. Although the RV cut can be merged with
the line-end cuts x and y so that it does not cause conflicts
with adjacent line-end cuts, minimum cut spacing rule vi-
olation of the RV cut with z cannot be resolved without a
displacement of z. Therefore, the previous cut optimization
becomes invalid. We should abandon the RV or redo cut
optimization. Similarly, in Figure 1(d), when the RV is in-
serted at position 1c, the line-end cut x has to be moved
for via enclosure. The adjacent cuts w, y and z needs to be
moved. Conflicts between cuts caused by RV insertion and
adjacent cuts should be minimized so that the maximum
number of RVs can be accommodated.
In this paper, we propose for the first time a cut mask

optimization method which factors in the cuts generated
for RV insertion in SADP process. Its primary goal is to
reduce conflicts among cuts so that the RVs are maximally
inserted. Given a via layer, our method optimizes the cuts
in both the upper and lower metal layers considering the
potential RV candidate positions. Only the RV candidates
which do not cause cut conflicts are used for RV insertion
afterward. We apply our proposed method on a set of test
circuits, and demonstrate its effectiveness in improving RV
insertion rate.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-

tion 2 describes SADP process and how RVs are formed in
SADP. RV insertion problem for SADP is defined in Section
3, and Section 4 presents the proposed method. Section 5
shows experimental results, and Section 6 gives some con-
cluding remarks.

2. PRELIMINARIES

2.1 SADP Process
SADP is suitable for manufacturing uniform and regular

patterns. Process variations caused by the limits of lithog-
raphy or the loading effect of etch process can be mitigated

(a)
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Net 1

Extended metal
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Figure 3: (a) Original layout without RV and (b)
Combined via and RV as a bar-type via.

(c)(b)(a)

A

Figure 4: (a) Original layout without RV, (b) M2
extension due to RV insertion, and (c) correspond-
ing line-end cut locations.

in virtue of its fine alignment margin. Figure 2 depicts an
SADP process, which consists of mandrel, cut, and block
masks; this type of SADP is called a spacer-is-dielectric
(SID) SADP. Given a desired routing pattern, denoted by
target layout, parallel mandrels are uniformly patterned in
the beginning. Spacer material is subsequently deposited
and etched back without mask so that only the sidewall
spacers remain. Then the line and space patterns with the
half-pitch of mandrel are formed. The mandrels are seg-
mented by cuts to generate actual routing wires. We can
also use a block mask for creating wide or rectilinear pat-
terns.

2.2 Bar-Type Via
Via enclosure rule specifies the minimum amount of mar-

gin with which a via must be covered by metal layer [7]. It
is for reliable via formation during manufacturing process.
However, it reduces the number of candidate position for RV
insertion. Let us assume that we want to insert an RV at the
position denoted by A in Figure 3(a). If we insert the RV,
the M3 wire should be extended so that it satisfies the via
enclosure rule, but it cannot be extended due to minimum
line-end space rule. Therefore, we cannot insert an RV.
To this end, we assume that every pair of a single via

and its RV is combined to form a bar-type via as shown
in Figure 3(b). It helps reduce the area occupied by a via–
RV pair, and thereby the total amount of metal extension
caused by the RV insertion. The minimum line-end space
rule violation between the two metals is now resolved, and
so we are able to insert an RV for the example layout.

2.3 RV Formation in SADP
Because of the via enclosure rule, a metal wire must be

extended as it covers a via with a margin. Its line-end cut
is correspondingly re-distributed as it locates at the end of
the extended wire. Assuming that an RV is inserted at the
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Figure 5: Extended M3 wire in its perpendicular
direction for the example layout in Figure 3.
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Figure 6: (a) Three vias (V1, V2, and V3) with their
RV candidates, and (b) formulation of RV insertion
as an MIS problem (a vertex corresponds to an RV
candidate and an edge represents a conflict).

position A of Figure 4(a) , the M2 wire should be extended
to the RV position. The amount of the wire extension is
indicated in Figure 4(b) The corresponding line-end cut is
relocated as shown in Figure 4(c).
The wire on the M3 layer should also be extended for

inserting RV at A. However, the extension is toward its non-
preferred direction, so it introduces a dedicated cut, named
RV cut. The formation process of M3 wire for the extension
to A is illustrated in Figure 5. To pattern for extended M3,
the cut mask is assigned to be three times larger in size
for isolation from the adjacent dummy metal. This can be
merged with neighboring line-end cut; the merged cut can
be patterned by a litho-etch-litho-etch (LELE) process with
stitch. Then the extension of M3 wire is formed by using a
block mask.

3. RV INSERTION FOR SADP

3.1 Conventional RV Insertion
RV insertion is usually performed in a post-routing stage

with the goal of maximizing the number of RVs inserted [8–
10]. It is reduced to a maximum independent set (MIS)
problem through graph formulation. Figure 6(a) shows an
example layout, where the candidate locations of RV in-
sertion, which we call the RV candidates, for each via are
identified. A via can have up to 4 RV candidates, but only
those not incurring electrical or design rule violations are
factored in as valid RV candidates. For example, the via of
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Figure 7: Reduced number of RV candidates in
SADP process due to (a) M2 cut conflicts and (b)
M3 cut conflicts.

Net1 has 4 RV candidates which are 1a, 1b, 1c, and 1d; 1b
is not a valid candidate due to electrical short with the wire
belonging to a different net. The RV candidate 2d is also
excluded as it is within the minimum space from the via of
Net2. Likewise, we identify the RV candidates for each via.
A conflict graph is then introduced with the identified RV

candidates (Figure 6(b)). Each RV candidate becomes a
vertex in the conflict graph. An edge is introduced between
two vertices if they belong to the same via or they have
conflict as in Figure 6(b). The RV insertion problem can
now be reduced to an MIS problem on the conflict graph; the
MIS corresponds to RV candidates of the maximum number
without conflicts.

3.2 Problem Statement
In SADP process, every metal wire comes with line-end

cuts as described in Section 2.1. A minimum spacing con-
straint among the cuts is imposed to ensure proper cut for-
mation; the line-end cuts should be placed apart at least the
minimum cut spacing or they must be assigned to different
cut masks. In this regard, detailed routing is followed by
a line-end cut mask optimization stage in a physical design
flow for SADP process [1, 5].
However, an RV candidate comes with an RV cut in SADP,

so it may have a cut conflict with other pre-existing line-end
cuts. This leads us to adjust the location of the line-end
cuts or their mask assignment, or even to abandon the RV
candidate for resolving the cut conflict. Cut conflicts may
also occur among different RV cuts. Consider Figure 7(a)
and Figure 7(b), where the individual metal layers of the
example layout in Figure 6 are illustrated respectively. As-
suming the locations and mask assignment for the line-end
cuts are already determined, the RV candidates 3b and 3d
cannot be inserted without metal2 cut conflicts with the line-
end cuts (see Figure 7(a)); they have to be removed from
the conflict graph formulation. In addition, if RV is inserted
in 1c, a metal3 RV cut is assigned and it is also removed
as an RV candidates since small space conflict with below
line-end cut is occurred. On the other hand, if RV-cuts are
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Figure 8: Overall flow of the proposed method.

assigned in 1a and 2a, they have a distance which can not
be decomposable to different color, and then an edge is cre-
ated. As a result, the conflict graph now has few vertex, and
therefore we cannot insert many RV for the example layout.
To this end, RV insertion for SADP should be incorpo-

rated with line-end cut optimization in order to maximize
the number of inserted RVs. We define the problem of RV
insertion with cut optimization for SADP as follows: given
a layout after detailed routing, determine the positions at
which RVs are inserted as well as the mask assignments and
locations of cuts, such that all the electrical and design rules
are satisfied. The objective is to maximize the number of
inserted RVs.

4. ALGORITHM

4.1 Overall Flow
Figure 8 outlines the proposed RV insertion method, which

takes account of cut optimization for SADP. It optimizes
line-end cuts in both metal layers so that the number of
RVs inserted is maximized. The number of masks for pat-
terning cuts is assumed to be 2 in this paper. The input of
the proposed algorithm is a target via layer along with its
upper and lower metal layers after detailed routing. Given
the layers, line-end cuts of both metal layers are first as-
signed at the center of the gap between every two metal
wires. The potential RV cuts are then generated wherever
RVs can be inserted without any electrical and design rule vi-
olations. Cut mask optimization is performed in both metal
layers with the line-end cuts and RV cuts through a conflict
graph formulation. RVs are then inserted using a widely
used MIS-based algorithm [7], considering only the RV can-
didates whose RV cuts do not cause cut conflicts. Finally,
some line-end cuts are re-distributed to decrease the amount
of wire extension.

4.2 Cut Assignment
Given a target via layer and both the upper and lower

metal layers, two types of cuts are initially generated for
cut optimization, namely line-end cuts and RV cuts.
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Figure 9: (a) An example layout of two metal layers,
(b) line-end cut assignment in M2, and (c) line-end
cut assignment in M3.
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Figure 10: (a) An RV cut and two line-end cuts
generated in the middle of the gaps, and (b) dis-
placement of the line-end cuts to avoid cut conflict.

• Line-end cuts: Instead of assigning line-end cuts at
both ends of each metal wire, cuts are initially generated
in the middle of the space between every two metal wires,
which we call the gap. It reduces the number of line-end
cuts to be optimized; it also inherently distributes the
cuts such that they are not likely to cause cut conflicts.
For example, consider an example layout shown in Fig-
ure 9(a). Line-end cuts are assigned initially in the middle
of the gaps as shown in Figures 9(b) and 9(c). If the gap
is too wide, the cut assignment incur excessive wire ex-
tension. So, the line-end cut is generated at α grids apart
from the corresponding line-end of the metal wire when
the gap is wider than a certain threshold value (see the
line-end cut c2,5 in Figure 9(b)).
• RV cuts: We find every RV candidate position in the
given layouts at which no electrical or design rule viola-
tions occur. The corresponding RV cuts are then assigned
(see an example layout shown in Figure 10(a)).

4.3 Cut Optimization
Potential conflict graph construction. Given the ini-

tially assigned line-end cuts and RV cuts, we generate the
potential conflict graph Gp for each metal layer. Each vertex
in Gp represents a cut, and an edge is created between two
vertices if potential coloring conflict exists between them.
The potential coloring conflicts are identified using the fea-
sible moving region of each cut. A line-end cut on a gap
can move on the gap (see Figure 10(a)), while an RV cut
has a fixed position. Potential conflict graph Gp is then
decomposed into a set of independent sub-graphs by finding
every connected component on Gp. Bridges and articulation
points are also used for the decomposition of Gp [11]. Each
subgraph of Gp is then independently optimized.
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Move generation. We construct a conflict graph G for
each decomposed subgraph of Gp. It has the same set of
vertices as its corresponding subgraph of Gp, but includes
only the conflict edges created using the initial cut locations.
To optimize a conflict graph, we adopt the notion of “move”
which is proposed in [5]. Let us take the example layout
shown in Figure 10. Since the three cuts, ci, cj and the RV
cut are placed within the minimum cut spacing each other,
they construct a coloring conflict cycle in the conflict graph,
which consists of an odd number of vertices. Considering the
assumption that we are given only two masks for print cuts,
these cuts cannot be patterned correctly. We can resolve the
cyclic conflict by moving the line-end cut ci or cj to the left
direction (see Figure 10(b)). Removing the RV cut is also
an option for resolving the odd cycle.
To this end, we generate all the possible moves for each

odd cycle that exists in a conflict graph. Then, a set of
moves, denoted by M , that can resolve the odd cycle is
generated using a similar method presented in [5]. Given
an odd cycle, all the minimum displacements of each line-
end that can remove the conflict associated with the cut is
generated, and included in M . If an odd cycle includes an
RV cut, removing the RV cut is also defined as a move and
added in M .
Move selection. Once every possible move that can

resolve odd cycles in a conflict graph is generated, only a
subset of moves is selected to commit. Let us move be de-
noted by mi ∈ M , its associated odd cycle be denoted by
cj , and a set of every odd cycle be denoted by C. The move
selection is now formulated as integer linear programming
(ILP) [5]:

Minimize
∑

∀mi∈M

wi · xi, (1)

Subject to
∑

∀mi∈M

ei,j · xi ≥ 1, ∀cj ∈ C, (2)

xi + xj ≤ 1, ∀mi incompatible with mj , (3)
xi, ei,j ∈ {0, 1}, (4)

where xi is a selection variable for mi. ei,j is 1 if mi resolves
a conflict in odd cycle cj , and 0 otherwise. Each move mi is
associated with a weight wi; if mi removes an RV cut, it is
assigned a large weight (10× larger value in this paper than
the moves associated with line-end cuts). There may exist
some incompatible moves that cannot be executed at the
same time. For instance, two moves may try to displace a
line-end cut toward opposite directions within a gap. Only
one move has to be selected; Eq. (3) imposes such constraint.
Once selected moves are executed, we check whether each

conflict graph still contains some coloring conflict cycles.
If odd cycles are discovered, moves are re-generated and
selected until no more odd cycles exist.

4.4 RV Insertion and Local Adjustment
After cut optimization, some RV cuts are removed to re-

solve cut conflicts. RV insertion is performed using the RV
candidates that are associated with the surviving RV cuts.
It is done by a standard MIS-based RV insertion method [7];
a conflict graph for RV insertion is created with those RV
candidates. Then the RV insertion problem is reduced to an
MIS problem. After solving MIS, RVs are inserted based on
the MIS solution.
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Figure 11: (a) RV candidates from general con-
straints, (b) conflict edge (1b, 2b) added due to
cut conflict, and (c) conflict edge (1b, 2b) removed
through RV cut merge.

During the RV insertion, it is necessary to consider cut
conflicts among RV cuts. Let us assume an example layout
shown in Figure 11(a) where 1a, 1b, and 2b are identified
as RV candidates. The RV cuts for 1b and 2b are shown
in Figure 11(b). They are located within the minimum cut
spacing from each other, and hence a conflict edge has to be
created between them. Yet, in some cases, the conflict edges
due to RV cut conflicts can be eliminated by cut merge.
Consider Figure 11(c). When the RV cuts are merged into
a cut, the conflict edge can be removed.
Finally, the RV cuts that do not appear in the RV solu-

tions are removed in the conflict graph G. This removes a
large number of cut conflicts. Line-end cuts that do not have
any incident edges in a conflict graph are then re-distributed
to minimize wire extension. They are first separated to left
and right cuts, and moved toward the line-end of correspond-
ing wire segment. Then remaining line-end cuts are adjusted
to minimize wire extension using a heuristic algorithm pre-
sented in [5].

5. EXPERIMENTS
We implemented the proposed algorithm with Python and

C++, and adopted Gurobi [12] for ILP solution. A set of
test circuits was taken from OpenCores [13], ITC’99 [14] and
ISCAS’89 [15] benchmarks. They were synthesized with a
28-nm industrial library using a commercial logic synthe-
sis tool. Placement and routing were performed assuming a
1D-gridded design rule. The proposed algorithm was used
to insert RVs at Via2 layer. The layout of each circuit was
appropriately shrunk to follow a 10-nm design rule that we
assume in this paper. The number of vias and total wire
length of M2/M3 layers are shown in columns 2–3 of Ta-
ble 1. Metal track pitch is 50nm, and a via has a size of
25nm× 25nm. We assumed two masks are available for cut
optimization. To solve MIS, the algorithm presented in [16]
was employed.
Two other RV insertion methods were implemented for

reference of comparison. The first method, named MIS
in Table 1, simply applies MIS [8] to a basic conflict graph.
Cut conflicts are not considered, so it causes large number of
coloring conflicts and minimum cut spacing rule violations
as shown in the fifth column, even though the percentage of
RVs shown in column 4 is very high.
The second method, named as MIS-SADP in Table 1,

takes account of line-end cuts. Specifically, line-end cut op-
timization [5] is performed after detailed routing. Vertices
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Table 1: Comparison of three RV insertion methods

Circuit #Vias WL (mm) MIS MIS-SADP Proposed
#RVs (%) #Conflicts #RVs (%) ∆WL(%) #RVs (%) ∆WL(%)

s5378 3,467 6.4 96.8 3,158 59.4 1.2 89.8 3.2
des3_area 9,363 15.4 96.6 8,723 50.6 2.3 82.3 5.0

b15 20,284 33.4 95.9 18,614 53.9 1.6 85.6 4.4
s38417 27,048 52.0 97.3 24,664 58.8 1.1 90.2 2.9
b14_1 29,159 45.4 96.6 27,126 55.1 1.9 87.5 5.0

ac97_ctrl 31,926 57.5 97.4 29,817 59.2 1.3 91.2 3.1
usb_funct 38,625 68.6 97.0 35,729 55.7 1.4 87.0 3.7
aes_core 44,357 69.2 95.8 40,980 49.3 1.9 86.2 5.9
sd_card 46,046 86.0 97.9 41,823 58.4 1.2 90.3 2.9

b17 61,137 103.6 96.0 56,239 53.1 1.7 85.6 4.3
fpu 124,846 179.6 97.3 117,405 54.6 2.1 89.5 5.1

Average 96.8 55.3 1.7 86.4 4.3

in the initial conflict graph, which cause cut conflicts with
line-end cuts, are removed; additional edges are added if two
vertices are within minimum cut spacing. MIS is then ap-
plied to the updated conflict graph. The percentage of RVs
substantially drops as reported in the sixth column, which
motivates our work. Total wire extension is reported in col-
umn 7.
The results obtained using the proposed method is pre-

sented in the last two columns o Table 1. The RV percent-
age increases to 86.4% on average of test circuits, which is
31.1% more than that of MIS-SADP. This proves the im-
portance of combined cut optimization and RV insertion.
Metal extension slightly increases to 4.3%, but we believe it
should be manageable. Note that minimizing wire extension
is a goal of cut optimization in MIS-SADP, which however
is not in cut optimization in the proposed approach.

6. CONCLUSION
We have addressed the combined RV insertion and cut

optimization in SADP. The problem has been formulated as
a conflict graph, in which potential cut conflicts are taken
into account; applying MIS returns a solution. Given a via
layout, the line-end cuts in both upper and lower metal lay-
ers are optimized in such a way that RVs can be inserted as
much as possible. The proposed method has been demon-
strated on a set of test circuits assuming 10nm technology.
Experimental results indicate that our proposed algorithm
achieves RV percentage of 86.4% on average of test circuits,
while a standard approach of cut optimization followed by
RV insertion achieves a corresponding figure of 55.3%.
We have assumed double patterning for cut formation in

this paper. An extension of proposed algorithm for handling
triple or quadruple patterning remains as a future work.
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